Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Many applied problems have uncertainties or inaccuracies due to data measurement errors, lack of complete information, simplification assumption of physical models, variations of the system, and computational errors. An encoding of uncertainty as intervals instead of numbers when applicable is an efficient way to address the aforementioned challenges.

When studying an interval problem we need to first understand what is the context. In this presentation, we are concerned if there exists dependence, independence or both in the parameters involved. In accordance to this context we need to choose the appropriated arithmetic. Where we have the total independence or dependence, we can use interval arithmetic or single level arithmetic (SLA). If we are studying a problem where there is the independence as well as the dependence in parameters then constraint interval arithmetic (CIA) is a good choice.

We are interested in studying the interval eigenvalue problem associated with differential equations. This problem has many applications in the fields of mechanics and engineering. The first interval eigenvalues results were obtained by Deif \[[@CR5]\], Deif and Rohn \[[@CR15]\], Rohn \[[@CR16]\]. Subsequently, approximation methods results were obtained by Qiu et al. \[[@CR14]\], Leng et al. \[[@CR10]\], Hladik \[[@CR9]\] and Hladik et al. \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\].

This presentation establishes conditions on the parameters of interval linear autonomous differential systems to classify the hyperbolic equilibrium point in 3-dimensions. Moreover a detailed study is given for an example using CIA along with a computational method for complex conjugate eigenvalues where we obtain the lower and upper bounds of the real eigenvalue.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

The following outlines the standard interval arithmetic WSMA (Warmus, Sunaga and Moore Arithmetic) and CIA (constraint interval arithmetic).
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To classify the equilibrium point in a 3-dimensional linear differential system, firstly we need to know how we can classify it in according the eigenvalues obtained of the matrix of the coefficients from linear differential system.
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Interval 3-Dimensional Linear Differential System {#Sec3}
=================================================

Given system ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) with the initial conditions, we can to consider the Initial Value Problem with uncertainty, where the initial conditions and/or coefficients are uncertainty. The behavior of the solution trajectories are not changed if only its initial condition has a small perturbation. For example, consider the system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{x} _0 = \mathbf{y} _0 = \mathbf{z} _0 = [0.8\;1.2]$$\end{document}$ then we have the following unstable trajectories (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

**Remark:** When only the initial conditions are intervals then the eigenvalues do not change and the stability or instability is kept. But, if in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) the entries in the matrix of coefficient vary, then we need to evaluate what will happen with the equilibrium point in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

Then, we consider in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), *A* as an interval matrix. According to Definition [3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}, we have the following problem:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \left\{ \begin{array}{lll} x'(t) = (\underline{a}_{11} + \gamma _{11}w_{11})x(t) + (\underline{a}_{12} + \gamma _{12}w_{12})y(t) + (\underline{a}_{13} + \gamma _{13}w_{13})z(t) \\ y'(t) = (\underline{a}_{21} + \gamma _{21}w_{21})x(t) + (\underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _{22}w_{22})y(t) + (\underline{a}_{23} + \gamma _{23}w_{23})z(t) \\ z'(t) = (\underline{a}_{31} + \gamma _{31}w_{31})x(t) + (\underline{a}_{32} + \gamma _{32}w_{32})y(t) + (\underline{a}_{33} + \gamma _{33}w_{33})z(t), \\ \end{array}\right. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Observe that system ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}): Has an unique equilibrium point at the origin (0, 0, 0) if given the matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A(\overrightarrow{\gamma }) =\begin{pmatrix} \underline{a}_{11} + \gamma _{11}w_{11} \;&{}\;\underline{a}_{12} + \gamma _{12}w_{12}\; &{}\; \underline{a}_{13} + \gamma _{13}w_{13} \\ \underline{a}_{21} + \gamma _{21}w_{21}\; &{}\; \underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _{22}w_{22} \;&{}\; \underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _{23}w_{23} \\ \underline{a}_{31} + \gamma _{31}w_{31}\; &{}\; \underline{a}_{32} + \gamma _{32}w_{32}\; &{} \; \underline{a}_{33} + \gamma _{33}w_{33} \end{pmatrix},$$\end{document}$ the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overrightarrow{\gamma } = (\gamma _{11},\gamma _{12},\gamma _{13},\gamma _{21}, \gamma _{22}, \gamma _{23}, \gamma _{31},\gamma _{32},\gamma _{33})$$\end{document}$, the eigenvalues are obtained from the equation: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_2(\overrightarrow{\gamma }) = tr(A(\varGamma )) = \underline{a}_{11} + \gamma _{11}w_{11} + \underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _{22}w_{22} + \underline{a}_{33} + \gamma _{33}w_{33};$$\end{document}$ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_1(\overrightarrow{\gamma }) = [-(\underline{a}_{11} + \gamma _{11}w_{11})-(\underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _{22}w_{22}) - ](\underline{a}_{33} + \gamma _{33}w_{33}) + [\underline{a}_{31} + \gamma _{31}w_{31} + \underline{a}_{13} + \gamma _{13}w_{13}] ](\underline{a}_{32} + \gamma _{32}w_{32}) + (\underline{a}_{12} + \gamma _{12}w_{12})( \underline{a}_{13} + \gamma _{13}w_{13})-(\underline{a}_{11} + \gamma _{11}w_{11})(\underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _{22}w_{22});$$\end{document}$ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_0(\overrightarrow{\gamma }) = [(\underline{a}_{11} + \gamma _{11}w_{11})(\underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _{22}w_{22}) - (\underline{a}_{12} + \gamma _{12}w_{12})( \underline{a}_{13} + \gamma _{13}w_{13})(\underline{a}_{21} + \gamma _{21}w_{21})](\underline{a}_{33} + \gamma _{33}w_{33}) + [[\underline{a}_{12} + \gamma _{12}w_{12} - \underline{a}_{11} - \gamma _{11}w_{11} ](\underline{a}_{31} + \gamma _{31}w_{31}) +[\underline{a}_{21} + \gamma _{21}w_{21} - \underline{a}_{22} - \gamma _{22}w_{22}](\underline{a}_{13} + \gamma _{13}w_{13})](\underline{a}_{32} + \gamma _{32}w_{32}).$$\end{document}$

Theorem 1 {#FPar4}
---------

If system ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) has a unique equilibrium point at (0, 0, 0), then there is a matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varGamma = (\gamma _{ij}), i, j= 1, 2, 3$$\end{document}$ such that the equilibrium point is classified according to Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Proof {#FPar5}
-----
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} -\lambda ^3(\overrightarrow{\gamma }) + a_2(\overrightarrow{\gamma })\lambda ^2(\overrightarrow{\gamma })+ a_1(\overrightarrow{\gamma })\lambda (\overrightarrow{\gamma }) + a_3(\overrightarrow{\gamma }) = 0, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The roots of the polynomial of order 3 in ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) are defined according to the following discriminant \[[@CR4]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The analysis depends of the entries in matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First case: if all entries of matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${a_1 (\gamma )=\begin{vmatrix} \underline{a}_{11} + \gamma w_{11}&\underline{a}_{12} + \gamma w_{12} \\ \underline{a}_{21} + \gamma w_{21}&\underline{a}_{22} + \gamma w_{22} \end{vmatrix} + \begin{vmatrix} \underline{a}_{11} + \gamma _1w_{11}&\underline{a}_{13} + \gamma _3w_{13} \\ \underline{a}_{31} + \gamma _7w_{31}&\underline{a}_{33} + \gamma _9w_{33} \end{vmatrix} + \begin{vmatrix} \underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _5w_{22}&\underline{a}_{22} + \gamma _6w_{23} \\ \underline{a}_{32} + \gamma _8w_{32}&\underline{a}_{33} + \gamma _9w_{33} \end{vmatrix};}$$\end{document}$ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that if in all cases we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 1 {#FPar6}
--------

For the square matrix of order 3, it is difficult to find, explicitly, the regions of the hypercube of dimension 9 that give a complete classification of the singularities of the characteristic matrix equation of system ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), even in the case of symmetry or the case of total dependence. Considering these, we will first describe the method called Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) used to find the lower and upper bound for real interval eigenvalue (see \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]).

To this end, we deal with a semi-algebraic set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the next example, we analyze a particular 3-dimensional interval differential system when all entries in the matrix are dependent and independent via CI. For the independent case, firstly we find conditions to get 3, 2 and 1 real eigenvalues and one real and a pair of complex as was described in the proof of the Theorem [1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}. Besides, in Proposition [1](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} we find the real interval eigenvalue by using techniques from real algebraic geometry. The same method cannot be used to find the complex interval eigenvalue, since the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 1 {#FPar7}
---------
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Proof {#FPar9}
-----
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Proposition 2 {#FPar10}
-------------
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----

The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition [1](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}.

Remark 2 {#FPar12}
--------
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This research outlined a method, involving semi algebraic sets theory, for which the stability of interval linear differential equations can be analyzed via constraint intervals. As a by product, a method for obtaining conditions about parameters to get real or complex eigenvalues of interval matrices of order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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